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KRIM
SANTHOME Krim is a Passport holder with 4000mAh 
powerbank and 8 GB USB. The input charging of 
the powerbank is with an included cable that has a 
micro USB input and micro + lightning USB output. 
A display LCD screen shows the available power. 
Practical pockets on the inside and outside make it a 
convenient and useful travel accessory.

COFFEL
SANTHOME Frist is a Passport holder with 
4000mAh powerbank. The input charging of the 
powerbank is with an included cable that has
a micro USB input and micro + lightning USB 
output. A display LCD screen shows the available 
power. Practical pockets on the inside and outside
make it a convenient and useful travel accessory.

PASSPOrT HOLDEr wiTH POwEr BANK

SOLLA
SANTHOME Solla is a travel wallet with 5000 mAh 
Powerbank and a 5wATTwireless charger. it can hold 
multiple passports with its expandable pocket feature. 
Charge wirelessly or via Powerbank with the help of 
integrated 3 in 1 Micro USB, Lightning and Type-C 
charging cable. Solla also features a Light-Up logo on 
the outside to give your brand a unique exposure. input/
Output : 5V/2A. wireless output : 5wATT

POwErBANK wiTH TrAVEL wALLET
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QUEBEC SET
XDXCLUSiVE This set consists of lightweight 
and secure rFiD safe bi-fold wallet and passport 
holder. The rFiD-blocking material protects 
against identity theft & electronic pick pocketing. 
registered design®

rFiD SAFE LEATHEr ACCESSOriES

XDXCLUSiVE This ultra-thin, lightweight and secure rFiD 
safe passport holder is a unique design for travelling. The 
rFiD-blocking material protects against identity theft 
and electronic pickpocketing. 3 easy access card slots
can hold up to 6 cards. registered design®

XDXCLUSiVE This ultra-thin, lightweight and secure 
rFiD safe bi-fold wallet has a unique design that 
suits everyone. The rFiD-blocking material protects 
against identity theft and electronic pickpocketing. 
4 easy access card slots can hold up to 10 cards. 
registered design®

QUEBEC PASSPORT 
HOLDER

QUEBEC WALLET
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PRATS
SANTHOME Providing a safe and convenient way to 
carry all of your holiday documents in one place, this 
travel wallet will organise even the most chaotic traveller. 
ideal for storing passports, tickets and credit cards, 
8 well-proportioned compartments offer quick and 
easy access to all your travel essentials for a smoother 
journey.

GENUiNE LEATHEr ACCESSOriES

SANTHOME Have all your travel essentials at one place 
in this Genuine Leather travel wallet which can store 
ample of essentials in an organized manner. Have a safe 
and worry free travel. Pockets inside for Bank notes, 
currencies, coins & 5 credit cards. Packed in a Santhome 
gift box.

SANTHOME Genuine Leather Passport cover 
with contrast grey stitch and button closure. This 
passport holder has 8 credit card pockets, a currency 
compartment and space to hold 2 passports. Packed 
in Santhome gift box.

POMPEII

BARI
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ITALE
SANTHOME Cardholder cum wallet with rFiD protection 
and crafted from Genuine italian leather. Designed in 
Europe.

rFiD PrOTECTiON CArDHOLDEr CUM wALLET

SANTHOME Cardholder with rFiD protec tion.
Designed in Europe.

KLOY

SANTHOME Cardholder cum wallet with rFiD 
protection . Designed in Europe.

VITL
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SANTHOME Cardholder cum wallet with rFiD protection 
and crafted from Genuine leather. Designed in Europe.

SANTHOME The alumnium credit card holder protects 
your most important plastic cards against bending 
and breaking. The card holder can hold a maximum 
of 7 cards The extra pockets for currency & business 
cards makes it a complete wallet. The rFiD blocking 
material protects againts identity theft & electronic 
pick pocketing.

CIKAW

DEVASNEEK
Grained PU leather cardholder with anti skimming 
rFiD protection. Can hold upto 10 cards. Features a bill 
pocket. Packed in a gift box.

Card holder with rFiD blocking technology to protect 
your cards from identity theft, breaking and damage. 
Can hold up to 12 cards

PADANG
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witty design cardholder with Slide and remove 
mechanism. rFiD (radio Frequency identification) 
security technology that keeps card data safe.
Capacity up to 5 cards, in a wide range of vivid colors.

MANADO
GiFTOLOGY rFiD secured case that sticks to the back 
of your phone and can also be used as a phone stand or 
phone grip.

GiFTOLOGY Boro is a premium PU cardholder cum 
wallet that’s ready for the 24th century. Keep your 
belongings safe with anti-skimming protection.
it blocks 100% of all known rFiD/NFC frequencies. it 
has enough space to hold upto 6 embossed cards and 
space to keep your currency.

XD Technology Slim down your wallet with this 
elegant minimalistic wallet design. The wallet can hold 
up to 8 credit cards. ideal for credit cards, bills and
business cards.with anti-skimming protection. it 
blocks 100% of all known rFiD/NFC frequencies.

TETOVO

BOROSMART CARD
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SKrOSS wOrLD TrAVEL ADAPTErS

The world Adapter MUV Micro from SKrOSS is the 
most compact 2-pole travel adapter for travellers from 
all over the world. The patented country slider system 
guarantees simple and safe connection in over 150 
countries on all continents – irrespective of the socket 
standard.

The PrO Light USB – world, the smallest 3-Pole world 
travel adapter with an integrated USB charger, ensures 
a simple and safe connection of 2- and 3-pole devices 
from and to more than 200 countries (thanks to the 
included world to Europe top). The available power of 
up to 1575 w makes it unique in its application even with 
powerful devices like laptops or hairdryers. wherever 
the traveller comes from, the world Adapter PrO Light 
USB – world provides the safest solution of plugging 
in devices around the world. Furthermore the dual 
USB port provides suficient energy to charge two USB 
devices easily, even if another device is connected via 
the adapter at the same time.

SKROSS WORLD 
ADAPTER MUV MICRO

SKROSS PRO LIGHT 
USB WORLD

The world Adapter MUV Micro from SKrOSS with dual 
USB charging functionality is the most compact 2–pole 
travel adapter for travellers from all over the world. The 
patented country slider system guarantees simple
and safe connection in over 150 countries on all 
continents – irrespective of the socket standard.

The compact world Adapter EVO USB is a powerful 
next generation development of the 2-pole adapter 
from SKrOSS combining the possibility to connect 
international unearthed 2-pole devices in more than 150 
countries with dual USB charging functionality.

SKROSS WORLD ADAPTER 
MUV MICRO USB

SKROSS WORLD 
ADAPTER EVO USB
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MULTiFUNCTiONAL wOrLD TrAVEL ADAPTErS

DERRY
@memorii Derry is a Universal world Travel Adapter 
with a detachable 5000mAh Powerbank. The adapter 
has 2 USB outputs to charge 2 devices simultaneously 
& is compatible with over 150 countries with US/EU/
UK/AUS plugs. Just push the knob of the plug you 
want to charge & your device will charge safely in 
almost any part of the world. Attached to the Universal 
travel adapter is a 5000mAh detachable Powerbank 
which is equipped with high density Li-Polymer battery 
that safely charges almost any of your electronic 
devices very quickly. input /Output : 5V/2A.

NEWRY
@memorii Newry is a Universal world Travel Adapter 
with a 10w fastcharging wireless charger. The adapter 
has 2 USB outputs to charge 2 devices simultaneously 
& is compatible with over 150 countries with US/EU/
UK/AUS plugs. Just push the knob of the plug you 
want to charge & your device will charge safely in 
almost any part of the world. The accompanied 10w 
wireless charger enables you to charge your phone by 
just placing it on the charger. Experience fast-charging 
with 10w wireless charger which has the capacity
to charge an iPhone 8 in just 2.5 hrs. Compatible with 
all Qi enabled devices like Android latest generation, 
iPhone 8, 8S & X. input /Output : 5V/2A.

ZABARI KRUMQ
SANTHOME Prevent neck, shoulder and head 
complaints with this microbead neck pillow. The 
U-shape of this super soft neck pillow guarantees 
optimal support for your neck, shoulders and head 
during long or short trips. Also included is an eye 
mask for a good sleep. Neck Pillow & Eye Mask fold 
inside a compact, easy to carry pouch.

@memorii Krumq Universal world travel adapter with 
3000 mAh power bank. world travel adapter covers 
more than 150 countries with US/EU/AU/UK plugs.
Dual USB outputs to charge and power up devices. 
Manufactured from Fire resistant PC Materials made 
in Germany.

TrAVEL ACCESSOriES
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SwiSS PEAK 1680D zippered travel wallet with metal 
Swiss Peak logo on the front. All pockets required for 
a comfortable and practical journey are present there. 
Furthermore integrated cord allows easy hanging of 
the wallet around your neck. registered Design®

ALPINE

CERASI

An easier way to arrive fresh and pressed. Lightweight 
and fully stocked with multiple organizational features, 
this garment bag uses a locking hanger clamp system 
that keeps clothes wrinkle free and is built with handles 
that fasten together for even easier carrier.

KEYFETCH is a smart keychain that allows the owner 
of the keychain to find his/ her lost keychain by 
connectiong the owner & the finder anonymously.

MARTONE

KEYFETCH
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GiFTOLOGY Sundsvall is a mulifunctional torch with 
booklight to brighten up the darkest spaces. Packed in 
a gift box.

This adapter has retractable US/AUS/EU/UK 4 type 
plugs and world universal socket. Built-in fuse (2.5A) 
for overload and over current protection. Max power 
of your device: 550w- 220V, 225w-110V.

SUNDSVALL

BONN

Original design trolley case tag in resistant bicolor 
combination material and a wide range of bright tones. 
with resistant coupling strap and identification card in 
Spanish and English.

GiFTOLOGY A useful travel accessory that holds your 
sim cards and has different sim card adapters which 
allow for a variety of sim cards to be used on different
phone models. This sleek & small device has all the 
accessories to help you solve all sim card related 
issues for storage & travel.

SEDA

SIMBAL
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GiFTOLOGY Digital luggage scale with max capacity 
of 40kg, division 100g, kg/lb mode, zero and tare 
function, low battery and overload function.

FANO

XDDESiGN The Komo leather passport holder 
raises your travel experiences to the next level. The 
combination of leather and stylish fabric makes the 
item luxurious and durable. The inside provides space 
for all necessities making your boarding experience a 
breeze. registered design®

XDDESiGN The Komo leather travel wallet raises your 
travel experiences to the next level. The combination 
of leather and stylish fabric makes the item luxurious 
and durable. The inside provides space for all 
necessities and the zipper closure provides extra 
safety, making your boarding experience a breeze.

KOMO PASSPORT 
HOLDER

KOMO TRAVEL 
WALLET
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TIPATO
Silver / Black Polyester Sunshades

AUTOMOBiLE ACCESSOriES

DUPONT TYVEK SUNSHADES 
Stocks available in original Dupont 
Tyvek Sunshades (white) with a 
range of border colours to match 
logo & print matter

Dupont Tyvek Larger Sunshade 
for SUVs

SAIOTU

PHUDOSE
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